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ABSTRACT: The phase behaviors of lamellar diblock copolymers (DBCPs) melts and lamellar DBCPs/nanorods (NRs) composites sub-

jected to oscillatory shear flow, have been investigated using dissipative particle dynamics. The oscillatory shear is a quite common

shearing mode used in experiments and manufacturing processes. The rich lamellar (LAM) reorientation and morphological transi-

tion of systems strongly depend on the shear amplitude and shear frequency. At very low frequency, the amplitude-induced phase

behaviors of DBCPs melts or DBCPs/NRs composites are quite similar to those subjected to a steady shear. For DBCPs/NRs case, we

control NRs concentration low 15% to preserve LAM morphology in the nanocomposites, and simultaneously consider both types of

selective and nonselective NRs. Our aim is to compare the different inductions on DBCPs melts or nanocomposites caused by shear

amplitude and frequency, and observe how the NRs are oriented and dispersed in phase-separated copolymers matrix while under os-

cillatory shear, and how the presence of selective/nonselective NRs affects the shear-induced LAM reorientations and rheological prop-

erties of systems. Our results show the NRs orientation not only directly depend on the imposed shear flow but also is interfered by

the alignment of shear-stretched copolymer molecules. The shear viscosity decreases with the frequency decreases, also influenced by

the NRs concentration and surface property. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 000: 000–000, 2012
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INTRODUCTION

Diblock copolymers (DBCPs) are polymers consisting of two

mutually immiscible blocks (A and B) of polymers, chemically

connected by the covalent bond. When a melt of these polymers

is quenched, it forms rich-ordered microphase structures, lamel-

lae and cylinders as well as spheres, and bicontinuous gyroid

structures dependent on the block ratio, degree of incompatibil-

ity, temperature, etc.1,2 However, in equilibrium such periodi-

cally ordered nanostructures can only be generated at meso-

scopic scale, but disordered at macroscopic scale. The shear

flow has been considered as an effective method for inducing

long-range order,3 structural transition,4,5 and the orientation of

self-assembled structures.6,7 The lamellar (LAM) block copoly-

mers systems subjected to steady5–12 or oscillatory13–17 shear

flow are most-investigated. Koppi et al.12 reported that near the

order–disorder transition temperature (TODT), shear induced a

new state into poly-(ethylenepropylene)–poly(ethylethylene)

(PEP–PEE) lamellae, with their normals parallel to the vorticity

axis (i.e., perpendicular alignment). Hadziioannou et al.13 also

showed that large-amplitude oscillatory shearing-oriented LAM

microdomains parallel to the shearing surfaces, so that the nor-

mal to the lamellae was in the direction of the shearing gradient

(i.e., parallel alignment). Conclusively, three typical LAM orien-

tations have been summarized: the parallel (i.e., the LAM nor-

mal is parallel to the velocity gradient direction), the perpendic-

ular (i.e., the LAM normal is perpendicular to the velocity

gradient direction), and the transverse orientation (i.e., the

LAM normal is parallel to the velocity direction). The reorienta-

tion between various LAM alignments has been proven to

depend on the shear rate c within steady shear (or the shear

amplitude c0 and frequency m within oscillatory shear).7,13 For

steady-shear flow, it was observed experimentally that the LAM

structures adopted parallel alignment at low-shear rates and per-

pendicular alignment at high-shear rates, and that it was possi-

ble to use shear with varied rates to induce a transition between

the parallel and perpendicular alignment.11 Besides the efforts

in experiments, a lot of computational,5–9 and theoretical10

works have been carried out for elucidating the relation between

the polymer phase behavior and shear rate for steady-shear

case. However, in experiments and manufacturing processes, the

more common shearing mode is the oscillatory shear. The com-

plex orientation selection depending of shear amplitude and fre-

quency has also been explored in some experiments,13–17
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theories,18,19 and simulations.20,21 Wiesner et al.14–16 investigated

the lamellar PS-b-PI diblock copolymers and first constructed

an orientation diagram as a function of shear amplitude and

frequency. At low amplitude, parallel orientation was observed

irrespective of frequency. At large amplitude, they identified two

frequency regimes: in the high-frequency regimes shearing led

to parallel orientation, whereas at low frequencies, it resulted in

perpendicular orientation of the lamellae. Fraaije et al. theoreti-

cally described the reorientation phenomena in the LAM block

copolymer melts under oscillatory shear. Their observations

showed that the oscillating flow anisotropically suppressed fluc-

tuations and gave rise to the parallel-to-perpendicular

transition.19

Recently, the organic block copolymer and inorganic nanopar-

ticle composites have attracted considerable attention as

advanced engineering materials.22,23 Especially, the anisotropic

particles, such as nanorods (NRs), can display special character-

istics in optical and electric properties, depending on the 1D

orientational entropy. Experimentally, Huynh and Greene et al.

found the solar cells that consisted of organic polymers and

inorganic NRs displayed better efficiencies than general organic

photovoltaic cells, resulted from that the long axis of NRs

played as a continuous channel for transferring electrons,

advantage over the nanospheres where electron hopping hap-

pened between particles.24,25 Therefore, the research works on

the distribution and orientation behaviors of NRs in polymer

matrix, is very meaningful. Recent investigators have utilized

the self-assembly characteristics of block copolymers to manipu-

late the phase behaviors of NRs within polymer fliuds.26–28 The-

oretically, Ma et al. constructed the phase diagrams of diblock/

rod hybrids with different aspect ratio of particles, and regu-

lated the particles’ position and orientation distributions by

varying the concentration of particles.27 In our recent simula-

tion studies on DBCP/nanorod mixtures under equilibrium

conditions, the results that rich self-assembly structures of

nanocomposites and phase behaviors of NRs (containing the

orientation and distribution), could be further interpreted by

the competition between enthalpy and entropy. The former

involves the interactions between blocks and NRs, while the lat-

ter contains the orientational entropy of NRs, the configura-

tional entropy of the chains, and the spatial confinement of

phase-separated domains.28

As mentioned above, block copolymer/nanorod mixtures under

equilibrium conditions have received considerable attentions,

but investigations focusing on the phase behaviors of block co-

polymer/nanorod mixtures in out-of-equilibrium conditions,

e.g., imposed by shear flow, are comparatively few. Undoubt-

edly, the internal mechanism of block copolymer/nanorod com-

posites subjected to shear is more complex than that in equilib-

rium. It can be ascribed to the cooperative interplays between

the shear-induced phase behaviors from polymer chains and

NRs, respectively. A detailed study on this aspect will provide a

good understanding of how NRs behave when shear is used to

generate long-range order in block copolymer templates. Based

on the published reports survey, only a handful of publications

have directly addressed the block copolymer/nanoparticle sys-

tems in nonequilibrium, only limited to the case of spherical

nanoparticles.29–33 For example, Kalra et al.29 simulated the la-

mellar DBCPs/nanoparticles mixtures imposed by steady shear.

They summarized that the imposed shear flow could be as a ben-

eficial mean to arrange nanoparticles into 3D ordered arrays

within diblock templates, and meanwhile the loading of particles

significantly influenced the shear-induced reorientation of LAM

structure. Mendoza et al.30,31 also used shear flow to organize

gold nanoparticles into 3D ordered arrays within spherical, cylin-

drical, and lamellar structure of PS-b-P4VP diblock templates.

Similar works were reported independently by Pozzo and

Walker,32,33 for micelle-crystal phases (spherical or cylindrical)

incorporated by nanoparticles, in which the shear flow induced

the particles into ordered arrays with a certain orientation. In

photoelectric materials, the high aspect-ratio NRs favorably dis-

play the anisotropic behavior, which have been extensively

applied in novel organic–inorganic solar cells, such as polymer/

rod cells. However, investigations on the DBCPs/anisotropic NRs

composites subjected to shear flow are relatively rare.

In our recent studies,34,35 we have already tried to explore the

effects of steady shear on the lamellar or cylindrical DBCPs and

NRs composites. In the former case, we investigated the shear

rate-induced self-assembly of composites loaded with low and

high NRs concentrations. It is concluded that the self-assembled

behaviors of composites, including NRs in polymer matrix, not

only depend on the imposed shear rate but also significantly

affected by the properties of NRs. The competitions between

shear rate-induced phase behaviors from NRs and polymers are

co-responsible for the rich reorientations and morphology tran-

sitions of systems.34 In the latter studies, we focused on the

mixtures of cylindrical DBCPs and NRs under both equilibrium

and nonquilibrium conditions (i.e., implied by shear flow).

First, NRs induced a series of self-assembly structures, including

cylindrical, ribbon, and lamellar phases. Then, the steady shear

with different flow directions and strengths was imposed ini-

tially to those equilibrium structures. Subjected to z-axis shear,

the morphologies of nanocomposites were persisted, where NRs

could be arranged in hexagonal packing arrays; Subjected to x-

axis shear, the phase behaviors of DBCPs/NRs composites

mainly depended on the NRs concentration.35 However, the

steady shear is the only simple process occurring in a typical

polymer processing context, not as common as the oscillatory

shear used in the experiments and manufacturing processes of

the polymer materials. In this study, we use dissipative particle

dynamics (DPD) simulations to investigate the lamellar DBCPs

and NRs mixtures subjected to the oscillatory shear. Compared

to our previous studies on the simple steady-shear case,34,35 in

this study, we comprehensively consider the sheared inductions

on nanocomposites from amplitude and frequency, and analyze

the inherent mechanisms of amplitude-induced and frequency-

induced phase behaviors, respectively. In addition, similar to

experiment studies, to investigate the different effects from

interactions between components in the system, one can chemi-

cally coat the surface of the added particles with short poly-

meric ligands. For example, one could synthesize ‘‘A-selective’’

NRs by chemically modifying the rod surfaces with ligands of

block A; in another scenario, one could chemically tether

ligands of both blocks A and B on rod surfaces to fabricate
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‘‘nonselective’’ NRs. In our simulation, we model the selective/

nonselective NRs by varying the attraction between A (or B)

blocks and NRs. We focus on three issues: (1) how does LAM

reorientations and morphological transitions of composites

depend on shear amplitude and frequency? (2) How does oscilla-

tory shear affect the phase behaviors of NRs (i.e., the positional

distribution and spatial orientation)? (3) How does the loading of

NRs (with varied concentrations and surface properties) affect the

LAM reorientations and rheological properties of systems?

MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS

The DPD method proposed by Hoogerbrugge36 is appropriate

for the investigation of the generic properties of macromolecu-

lar systems, such as polymer melts and solutions. It is also ap-

plicable to study the disorder–order and order–order transitions

of polymer melts under shear conditions.7,9,20 In DPD simula-

tion, the ‘‘beads’’ or particles represent a cluster of atoms or

molecules, which interact with each other via conservative force

(F
*C

ij ), dissipative force F
*D

ij

� �
, and random force F

*R

ij .

f
*

i ¼
X
i 6¼j

F
*C

ij þ F
*D

ij þ F
*R

ij

� �
(1)

F
*C

ij ¼ aijx rij
� �

r̂ij (2)

F
*D

ij ¼ �cx2 rij
� �

r̂ij � v*ij
� �

r̂ij (3)

F
*R

ij ¼ rx rij
� �

hij r̂ij (4)

where r
*

ij ¼ r
*

i � r
*

j , rij ¼ jr*ij j, r̂ij ¼ r
*

ij=rij , and v
*

ij ¼ v
*

i � v
*

j .

x rð Þ is a weight function, for which we adopt the commonly

used form: xðrijÞ ¼ 1� rij for rij < 1 and xðrijÞ ¼ 0 for rij � 1.

The conservative force F
*C

ij is the soft repulsion potential within

a certain cutoff radius rc, where aij is a maximum repulsion

between beads i and j. The combination of the dissipative and

random forces (F
*D

ij and F
*R

ij ) constitutes a thermostat, where yij
is a randomly fluctuating variable with Gaussian statistics:

hijðtÞ
� � ¼ 0 and hijðtÞhklðt 0Þ

� � ¼ ðdikdjl þ dildjkÞdðt � t 0Þ. The

fluctuation–dissipation theorem requires that r and the friction

parameter c are related through the relation:

r2 ¼ 2ckBT (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature.
For convenience, the cutoff radius rc, the energy kBT and the
particle mass m are all taken as unity. Referring to the classical
DPD studies by Groot,37 in this study, we set c ¼ 6.57, so r ¼
3.63 according to eq. (5). In addition, for the polymers, the

extra spring force f
*S

i , which acts between the connected beads

in a chain, has the form of

f
*s

i ¼
X
j

Cr
*

ij (6)

where C is a harmonic type spring constant, chosen to be equal

to 4.0 in this study (in terms of kBT ).

For the rigid NRs, according to the previous studies,28,38 it can

be successfully constructed by a number of DPD beads (Nb)

arranged in a straight line, with a fixed small distance (Db–b)

between consecutive beads, so that the length of NRs can be

equivalently expressed as Lr ¼ ðNb � 1Þ � Db�b. To avoid the

undesired overlap between fluid particles and NRs, the number

density of the DPD particles in a rod is larger than that of the

fluids. We select Db–b ¼ 0.3 with a fixed Nb ¼ 6, so the NRs

length Lr is fixed to 1.5 according to the definition. Moreover,

the ratio of Lr/L0 (NRs length/period width of DBCPs melts) is

about 0.33,28 compared with the experimental ratio range of Lr/

L0 ¼ 10~60 nm/60 nm ¼ 0.17~1.0.26 Moreover, for NRs dynamics

process, a constraining routine is used to keep the inner par-

ticles aligned and equidistant during the simulation. In brief,

the forces on the DPD particles of a rod are converted into a

net force on the two end DPD particles, and the equations of

motion for these two DPD particles are solved, using the stand-

ard shake routine to keep them at a fixed distance. The posi-

tions of the Nb-2 intermediate DPD particles are then readily

calculated by a linear interpolation at the end of each time-

step.38 The Newton equations for all particles’ positions and

velocities are integrated by a modified version of the velocity

Verlet algorithm.39

Our simulation system consists of the symmetric DBCPs melts

(A5B5) and NRs (selective and nonselective). The number den-

sity of the fluid system is q ¼ 5, and then the repulsive parame-

ter aij in eq. (2) relates to the Flory–Huggins v-parameter, via

aiiq ¼ 75kBT (7)

aij � aii þ 1:45vijðq ¼ 5Þ (8)

where the repulsion parameter between particles of the same

type aii ¼ 15kBT to correctly describe the compressibility of the

water.39 In this study, the values of aij between the three types

of DPD beads (represented by A, B, and R), are given by

aAA ¼ aBB ¼ 15 and aAB ¼ aRR ¼ 30. Meanwhile, the values of

aAR and aBR depend on the selectivity of NRs to blocks. The

A-selective NRs corresponds to aAR ¼ 15 and aBR ¼ 30 (i.e.,

preferential to A blocks), while nonselective NRs corresponds to

aAR ¼ 15 and aBR ¼ 15(i.e., no preferential to both blocks),

where the corresponding NRs concentrations for selective and

nonselective are defined by /A and /N, respectively.

To impose the external oscillatory shear flow, we use the SLLOD

(so named because of its close relationship to the Dolls tensor)

algorithm so that the motion equations of particles are modi-

fied as follows:40

r
*
:

¼ p
*

i=mþ i
^
c
:
ryi (9)

p
*
:

i

¼ F
*

i � i
^
c
:
pyi (10)

where r
*

i and p
*

i is the position and the momentum of particle i,

respectively. ı̂ is the unit vector in the x-axis direction and

c
: ¼ @vx=@ry is the shear rate. The flow direction is parallel to

the x-axis, the y-axis refers to the velocity gradient, and the z-

axis represents the transverse direction. Meanwhile, we use the
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Lees–Edwards periodic boundary condition to control and

maintain the oscillatory shear flow,41 wherein two opposing per-

iodic images are incrementally moved in opposite directions

consistent with the imposed shear. The modified equations of

motion are integrated with the time step of Dt ¼ 0:04s0, where
s0 is the natural DPD time unit defined as rc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=kBT

p
.39 We

introduce the sinusoidally changing shear rate in the form of

c
: ðtÞ ¼ c0 cosðxtÞ, where c0 is the oscillatory shear amplitude

and x ¼ 2pm, with m being the oscillatory shear frequency.41

Well compared with previous studies on the steady-shear flow,34

in this study, the maximum value of shear amplitude is also set

as c0 ¼ 0.21, to avoid the potential microturbulence and distor-

tion. In our simulations, while the cycle of the oscillatory shear

takes the value ranged from 2:0� 102 to 2:0� 105Dt (i.e., from
8.0 to 8:0� 103s0), corresponding frequency m is ranged from

5:0� 10�3 to 5:0� 10�6Dt�1,41 which are divided into three

frequency regimes: high, intermediate and low frequency

regions. Based on the published reports,42 the relaxation time s
of the chain is calculated to be 11:9s0 by fitting the end-to-end

vector autocorrelation function. Correspondingly, in this study,

a cycle of the oscillatory shear are roughly calculated as ranged

from s to 670s, so our chosen shear frequencies are controlled

within a reasonable range in the simulations.

The simulations are performed in a cubic box of constant volume

V ¼ 11� 11� 11, with periodic boundary conditions applied in

all three directions. The simulated systems contain

Np � qV ¼ 6655 polymer DPD beads and N
P
/R=ð1� /RÞ rod

DPD beads for the number density q ¼ 5, where /R represents

the concentration of NRs. Before subjected to oscillatory shear

flow, first, A5B5 melts and NRs are randomly dispersed in the

simulated box, the stable LAM phases of A5B5/NRs composites

are obtained at least over 1:0� 106 timestep and independent of

the initial state. Then, the stable LAM phase of composites are

replaced transverse to the shear direction (i.e., the lamellar nor-

mal is parallel to the velocity direction), which are defined as the

starting state. After imposed by the oscillatory shear flow,

2:0� 106 timestep are performed in the nonequilibrium simula-

tions, which includes at least 10 oscillatory shear cycle. To eradi-

cate the finite-size effect, some extra simulations have been car-

ried out by enlarging the box size to V ¼ 13� 13� 13

(Np ¼ 10985), also starting from the same quiescent state. After

much longer simulation time, similar results are found, which

will be discussed in detail in the following section. In addition,

the complex shear viscosity g is calculated based on the xy-com-

ponent pressure tensorPxy, of which the real part is given by:43

gðmÞ ¼ � 1

c0t

Z t

0

ds cosðmsÞPxyðsÞds (11)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recently, we studied the lamellar DBCPs/NRs composites under

equilibrium conditions (i.e., without shear).28 For the case of

selective NRs, with varying the NRs concentration, we observed

the rich morphological transitions from lamellar to lamellar/cy-

lindrical mixed to cylindrical, even to elliptic structures, and etc;

for case of nonselective NRs, no order–order morphology transi-

tions was induced but order–disorder transition, because of the

reduction in segregation ðvNÞeff between A and B blocks caused

by the NRs’ preferential distribution in AB interface. To readily

compare both the cases of DBCPs/NRs systems under equilib-

rium and nonequilibrium conditions, in this study, all stable

states before shearing whether DBCPs melts or nanocomposites,

are corresponding to the morphology phase diagram in the pub-

lished reports.28 In short, with the loading of NRs into DBCPs

melts, the instinct aggregates and orientation behaviors of NRs

confined to DBCPs phase-separated regions would lead to an iso-

tropic-nematic (IN) transition, and then induce a series of phase

transitions. To preserve LAM structure in the nanocomposites,

we control the NRs concentration below 15%, divided into three

cases: (1) pure DBCPs melts with /AðNÞ ¼ 0%; (2) low NRs con-

centration with /AðNÞ ¼ 5%; (3) high NRs concentration with

/AðNÞ ¼ 15%.

Pure DBCPs Melts

We first investigate the effects of oscillatory shear on the self-as-

sembly of A5B5 melts. With simulations on the continuous vari-

ation of shear amplitude and shear frequency, we roughly con-

struct a LAM orientation diagram in Figure 1, indicating the

dependence of LAM orientation on the amplitude and fre-

quency. Concretely, the corresponding density profiles of

diblocks are used to distinguish the LAM phase belonged to dif-

ferent alignments. Horizontally, the whole frequency range is di-

vided into three regimes: high, intermediate, and low frequency.

Although the frequency range from 1:0� 10�3 to 1:0� 10�4 is

enough to show the effects of shear frequency on LAM reorien-

tation, here the frequency range is extended widely from

5:0� 10�3 to 5:0� 10�6, so as to consider the two extreme

cases: the higher (high to 5:0� 10�3) or the lower (low to

5:0� 10�6) shear frequency. For simplicity, we use the log-scale

for shear frequency m in the phase diagram of Figure 1, equiva-

lently ranged from 50� 10�4 to 0:05� 10�4, to comprehen-

sively investigate the shear frequency in high, intermediate, and

low regimes. Under the two extreme cases, the system imposed

by shearing would present the special physical meaning, which

is self consistent with the previous studies.10,20 If the shear fre-

quency is too high, for instance, m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, it is too fast

to have enough time to relax the polymer chain, therefore no

Figure 1. Orientational diagram of lamellar DBCPs melts under oscilla-

tory shear at different amplitudes c0 and frequencies m.
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LAM reorientation or phase transition is observed during shear,

and the initial transverse LAM (L) is always preserved. To the

other extreme, if the shear frequency is too low, for example,

m ¼ 1:0� 10�5 or even 5:0� 10�6, the reorientations of LAM

phase completely depend on the shear amplitudes, i.e., LAM

phase preferentially adopts parallel alignment at low-shear

amplitudes and perpendicular alignment at high-shear ampli-

tudes, which is similar to the case of those subjected to the

steady shear,10 dependent on the shear rate. Longitudinally, the

perpendicular orientation is always preferred at large-shear

amplitudes; at low-shear amplitudes, parallel orientation is

observed irrespective of frequency; at intermediate shear ampli-

tudes, for example, c0 ¼ 0.1, the shear frequency plays an im-

portant role in the orientation selection of LAM phase. As

shown in Figure 2(a1–d1), we present the typical snapshots of

lamellar DBCPs melts with different frequencies

m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, 8:0� 10�4, 5:0� 10�4, and 2:5� 10�4, corre-

sponding to transverse LAM (L), parallel LAM (L==), thinner di-

agonal LAM (L=), and perpendicular LAM (L?) structures,

respectively. The strongly segregated blocks within ordered

lamellae are clearly visualized by the A/B density profiles in Fig-

ure 2(a2–d2). At very high frequency (m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, a1), one

oscillatory cycle is less than the relaxation time of the polymer

chain, so no LAM reorientation takes place except keeping the

initial transverse alignment. The LAM orientation transition

from transverse alignment to parallel alignment is observed at

high frequency (m ¼ 8:0� 10�4, b1), and comparatively, the

reorientation from transverse LAM to perpendicular LAM

appears at low frequency (m ¼ 2:5� 10�4, d1), in good agree-

ment with the experimental studies by Wiesner et al.,16 as well

as the theory calculations of Chen et al.18 The oscillatory shear-

induced LAM reorientation is quite different from that in

steady-shear case, where the LAM orientation is perpendicular

at strong shear rate and parallel at weak shear rate.7 In addition,

there is a transient LAM phase between parallel and perpendic-

ular orientation, i.e., diagonal LAM structure (with the lamellae

oriented in the shear direction but diagonally between a parallel

and perpendicular alignment, m ¼ 5:0� 10�4, c1), also observed

frequently in the case of steady shear7,8 Interestingly, from Fig-

ure 2(c1), we can clearly see the thinner layers, reflected by the

fact that the number of the layers in the simulation box is

increased under oscillatory shear. This shear thinning of poly-

mer chains is attributed to the shear-induced suppression of

concentration fluctuations,16 which is a common characteristics

existing in shear flow.

Low NRs Concentration

In this study, we study the effects of oscillatory shear on the

phase behaviors of lamellar DBCPs and A-selective NRs mix-

tures, with the NRs concentration of /A ¼ 5%. Also take shear

amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1, for examples, since at this amplitude, the

LAM orientations are totally distinct at the three frequency

Figure 2. Morphologies and densities of lamellar DBCPs melts at amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1 and frequencies m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, 8:0� 10�4, 5:0� 10�4, and

2:5� 10�4. A and B blocks are presented in gray and red, respectively. The arrows show the imposed shear direction, parallel to x-axis. The view in

(a1–b1) is perpendicular to shear direction, while the view in (c1–d1) is parallel to shear direction. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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regimes considered in this study. In Figure 3(a1–d1), we show

simulation snapshots of nanocomposites at different frequencies

of m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, 8:0� 10�4, 5:0� 10�4, and 1:5� 10�4, corre-

sponding to transverse LAM, parallel LAM, thinner diagonal

LAM, and perpendicular LAM morphologies, respectively. In this

study again, we find that the initial transverse LAM (L) are ori-

ented into parallel, diagonal, and perpendicular alignment as we

decrease the frequency m, similar to the case of pure DBCPs

under oscillatory shear. However, this time such transverse-to-

perpendicular transition takes place at a lower frequency,

m ¼ 1:5� 10�4, than the pure DBCPs case at m ¼ 2:5� 10�4. On

one hand, in these LAM phases of nanocomposites, the orienta-

tion behavior of NRs is highly sensitive to the imposed shear

flow and immediately oriented to the flow direction, originating

from the NRs orientation entropy. On the other hand, the NRs

are exclusively distributed within the A phase domains, due to

the preferentially attractive interactions between NRs and A

monomers of blocks. The latter case is confirmed again by the

densities of blocks A, B, and NRs, plotted in Figure 3(a2–d2).

Especially in Figures 3(b2,d2), the NRs density curves in yellow

present a maximum value at the center of the preferred A block

domains, while in B block domains the NRs distribution is close

to 0. This can be contributed to that ‘‘prevention of configura-

tional entropy loss’’ still plays a dominant role in controlling the

location of selective NRs in polymer matrix. Naturally, A-selective

NRs tend to concentrate in A phase domains in energy; however.

If the polymer chains try to wrap around the NRs, it will lead to

losing significant configurational entropy. Therefore, the chain

pushes the A-selective NRs to gather in the center of the A block

domains, where most chain ends lie, to decrease the conforma-

tional entropy of the polymer chains. These results qualitatively

agree with the experimental studies for block copolymer/spherical

nanoparticle composites without shear conditions.44 To illustrate

our simulated results without regard to the box size, we also

Figure 3. Morphologies and densities of DBCPs/A-selective NRs (/A ¼ 5%) at amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1 and frequencies m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, 8:0� 10�4,

5:0� 10�4, 1:5� 10�4. The corresponding simulations for 13� 13� 13 DPD units systems are also shown in (a3–d3). In this study, NRs are pre-

sented in yellow. The view in (a1–b1) is perpendicular to shear direction, while the view in (c1–d1) is parallel to shear direction. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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simulate the larger DPD system of V ¼ 13� 13� 13, with the

same shear amplitude and frequency. The results are shown in

Figure 3(a3–d3), well consistent with those for the smaller system

of V ¼ 11� 11� 11.

For comparison, we also focus on the mixtures of DBCPs and

nonselective NRs, with the same NRs concentration of /N ¼ 5%.

In Figure 4(a1–d1), we show simulation snapshots at different fre-

quencies of m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, 8:0� 10�4, 5:0� 10�4, and

4:0� 10�4, corresponding to transverse LAM, parallel LAM, thin-

ner diagonal LAM, and perpendicular LAM phase, respectively.

Again, we see the reorientation transition from initial transverse

LAM into parallel, diagonal, and perpendicular alignment as the

shear frequency m decreases, except this time transverse-to-perpen-

dicular reorientation takes place at a higher frequency,

m ¼ 4:0� 10�4, than the pure DBCPs case of m ¼ 2:5� 10�4.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 4(a1–d1), the snapshots display the

nonselective NRs are mostly centered around the interface between

A and B phase domains. From the NRs density curves shown in

Figure 4(a2–d2), we can see that the NRs density peaks appear at

the A/B interface, obviously in (b2) and (d2). The nonselective

NRs show equal enthalpic interactions with either domain (A or B

blocks), so the main driving force causing the NRs to position at

the A/B interface is the reduction in interfacial tension led by the

decrease in the number of A/B contacts.45 It means that the en-

thalpy effect overcome the entropy effect dominating the distribu-

tion of nonselective NRs in polymer matrix, where the enthalpy

depends on the energy interactions between NRs and A (and B)

blocks, and the entropy results from the conformation behavior of

copolymer chains. Consequently, despite the DBCPs/NRs compo-

sites under the shear flow, the competition between entropy and

enthalpy involving various components, still dominates the distri-

bution of NRs within polymer fluids.

Noted on the three systems shown in Figures 2–4, as the shear

frequency decreases, there are similar reorientation transitions

from transverse LAM into parallel, thinner diagonal, and per-

pendicular alignment, respectively, but this transverse-to-per-

pendicular reorientation of LAM takes place at different critical

frequencies mc for three systems, that is, mc ¼ 2:5� 10�4 for

pure DBCPs case, mc ¼ 1:5� 10�4 for DBCPs/A-selective NRs

case, and mc ¼ 4:0� 10�4 for DBCPs/nonselective NRs system,

respectively. In short, the presence of selective/nonselective NRs

advances or delays the frequency-induced reorientation transi-

tion from transverse LAM to perpendicular LAM. For the case

of A-selective NRs, the loaded NRs help in bridging different A

chains and strengthening the cohesive forces within A domains,

further enhancing the segregation ðvNÞeff between blocks A and

B. The enhancement of incompatibility between blocks A and B

would cause the increasing of order–disorder transition temper-

ature (TODT ), making the corresponding critical frequency mcof
transverse-to-perpendicular LAM reorientation much lower. In

this study, the effects of transition temperature TODT on the

critical frequency mc is qualitatively consistent with the findings

of Satkowski and co-workers,46 who similarly studied the effects

of TODT on the critical shear rate cc in the steady shear case.

For the case of nonselective NRs, the loaded NRs prefer to cen-

tering at the interface between A and B phase domains, decreas-

ing the interfacial tension r, and then weakening the segregation

ðvNÞeff between A and B blocks. In contrast with the A-selective

NRs case, the decrease in A/B incompatibility would cause an

increase in the critical frequency mc.

Figure 4. Morphologies and densities of DBCPs/non-selective NRs (/N ¼ 5%) at amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1 and frequencies m ¼ 1:0� 10�3, 8:0� 10�4,

5:0� 10�4, 4:0� 10�4. The view in (a1–b1) is perpendicular to shear direction, while the view in (c1–d1) is parallel to shear direction. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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In addition, in Figure 5, we present the critical frequency mc as

a function of shear amplitude c0 for these three systems (DBCPs

melts, DBCPs/A-selective NRs composites, and DBCPs/nonselec-

tive NRs composites), which displays the same trend. Take pure

DBCPs case (plotted in green) for instance, mc increases monot-

onically with shear amplitude c0. This result can be interpreted

as follows: first, as the frequency continuously decreases, the

shear flow eventually induces a LAM reorientation from initially

transverse to perpendicular alignment, just corresponding to the

critical frequency mc. Moreover, the more difficulty for such a

transition, the lower the corresponding critical frequency mc.
Second, the perpendicular alignment is always preferred at large

shear amplitudes c0, i.e., the larger shear amplitude c0, the eas-

ier to complete the shear-induced transverse-to-perpendicular

reorientation of LAM. In a word, the increase of shear ampli-

tude c0 prompts the transverse-to-perpendicular reorientation

of LAM phase, and then leads to an enhancement in the critical

frequency mc of system.

High NRs Concentration

In this part, we turn to consider the composites of DBCPs/A-

selective NRs with a high concentration of /A ¼ 15%. Before

shearing, the initial LAM phase of nanocomposites is shown in

Figure 6(a). Likewise, also select the shear amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1

and decrease shear frequency m. Figure 6(b–d) also display the

typical simulated snapshots for DBCPs/NRs composites at differ-

ent shear frequencies of m ¼ 5:0� 10�4, 2:0� 10�4, and

1:0� 10�4, corresponding to parallel LAM, thinner diagonal

LAM, and perpendicular LAM phase, respectively. Similar to the

low NRs concentration case (/A ¼ 5%), the transitions between

the various LAM orientations for these systems also depend on

the imposed shear frequency m. At high shear frequency

(m ¼ 5:0� 10�4, b), the LAM tends to align in a parallel configu-

ration, while at low shear frequency (m ¼ 1:0� 10�4, d), it takes

place a transition from transverse to perpendicular alignment,

even lower than mc ¼ 1:5� 10�4 for /A ¼ 5% case. It indicates

that the more A-selective NRs loaded, the more difficulty such a

transverse-to-perpendicular reorientation occurred, suggesting a

lower critical frequency mc. It contributes to the presence of A-

selective NRs, which strengthens the cohesive forces within A

domains and enhances the segregation ðvNÞeff between blocks A

and B, to make the order–order transition more difficult. A close

look at Figure 6(d) reveals that the shear-induced NRs orienta-

tion is not as uniform as that in parallel and diagonal LAM

phases (b, c). It may be interfered by the shear behaviors from

polymer chains, which will be discussed in the following more

detail.

To compare the different inductions from shear amplitude and

frequency on DBCPs/NRs composites, in this study, we also

monitor the phase behaviors of nanocomposites at a very low

shear frequency of m ¼ 1:0� 10�5, with varying shear ampli-

tude c0 from 0.01 to 0.2. As shown in Figure 7, both the LAM

reorientations and morphological transitions are induced by

amplitude c0, similar to that subjected to the steady shear

case.34 On one hand, the parallel LAM (b) is observed at small

shear amplitude of c0 ¼ 0:01 (corresponding to low shear

rate), while the perpendicular LAM (h) is observed at large

shear amplitude of c0 ¼ 0:2 (corresponding to high shear

rate). At some intermediate shear amplitudes, such as

Figure 5. The critical frequency mc of transverse-to-perpendicular LAM

reorientation as a function of amplitude c0 for DBCPs melts, DBCPs/A-

selective NRs, and DBCPs/nonselective NRs systems. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. Morphologies of DBCPs/A-selective NRs composites (/A ¼ 15%) at amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1 and frequencies m ¼ 5:0� 10�4 (b), 2:0� 10�4

(c), and 1:0� 10�4 (d). The initial lamellar without shear is shown in (a). The view in (a, b) is perpendicular to shear direction, while the view in (c,

d) is parallel to shear direction. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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c0 ¼ 0:03 and 0.15(c and g), there are diagonal LAM phases.

Interestingly, besides the reorientations in various LAM (paral-

lel, diagonal, and perpendicular alignment), the shear-induced

phase structure undergoes a reversible transition: from lamellar

to ribbon to cylindrical structure with increasing from

c0 ¼ 0:01 to 0.07 shown in Figure 7(b–e), and then conversely

from cylindrical to ribbon to lamellar phase with further

increasing from c0 ¼ 0:07 to 0.2 shown in Figure 7(e–h). The

ribbon structure can be took as a transient phase between la-

mellar and cylindrical phase.28 Obviously, the final phase

structures of DBCPs/selective NRs composites depend on the

interplays between shear-induced behaviors involving polymer

and NRs, such as sheared alignment and sheared thinning of

chain molecules, and sheared dispersion of NRs, respectively.

To further elucidate the differences in phase behaviors of com-

posites induced by shear amplitude and frequency, in the fol-

lowing we focus on the properties of NRs and polymers on

the molecule level, respectively.

The positional distribution of particles within polymer matrix

can be measured by the pair correlation function gðrÞ, which is

related to the probability of finding the position of a particle at

a given distance from another particle. For short distances, this

is related to how the particles are packed together; for large dis-

tances, it is related to the density—a more dense system has

more particles. Therefore, the pair correlation function gðrÞ is

normalized by the density and defined as47

gðrÞ ¼ V

N 2

X
i

X
j

dðr � rijÞ
* +

(12)

where N is the number of particles, dðrÞ is the Dirac delta func-

tion, and h*i means the ensemble average. Here, once imposed

by the shear, NRs would be well oriented to flow direction (i.e.,

x-axis), so we evaluate the 2D pair correlation function gðryzÞ
by counting the head-particle position of the rod projected in

yz-plane, instead of 3D pair correlation function gðrÞ. The cor-

responding hP
i

P
j

dðr � rijÞi is the total number of pairs, whose

distance in the yz-plane ranges from ryz to ryz þ Dryz . In this

study, ryz is ranged from 0 to
ffiffiffi
2

p
L and divided into 30 parts.

i.e., Dryz ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
L=30, where L represents the size of simulated

box. Obviously, the value of gðryzÞ in ranged from L to
ffiffiffi
2

p
L is

far lower than that in ranged from 0 to L, because of the radial

statistics used in cubic box. Corresponding to the shear fre-

quency-induced parallel LAM regions shown in Figure 6(b), the

NRs pair correlation function gðryzÞ are plotted in Figure 8(a),

with decreasing frequency from m ¼ 7:0� 10�4 to 5:0� 10�4 to

3:0� 10�4. The gðryzÞ curves are basically coincident, which

suggests the shear frequency m shows no influence on the NRs

dispersion in polymer matrix. This is quite different from the

steady shear case, where it has also been shown through both

simulations48 and experiments49 that dispersion of particles is

very sensitive to the shear rate. To further support this

Figure 7. Morphologies of DBCPs/A-selective NRs composites (/A ¼ 15%) at a very low frequency m ¼ 1:0� 10�5 with varied amplitudes

c0 ¼ 0; 0:01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 in (a–h). The view in (a, b) is perpendicular to shear direction, while the view in (c, h) is parallel to

shear direction. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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argument that the irrelevance of NRs dispersions to shear fre-

quency, we also plot gðryzÞ for homopolymers/NRs composites

under the same oscillatory shear, by replacing A5B5 DBCPs with

A10 homopolymers. As shown in the inset of Figure 8(a), with

decreasing m from 7:0� 10�4 to 5:0� 10�4 to 3:0� 10�4, three

curves for gðryzÞ are also well in coincidence, further confirming

the NRs spatial dispersion is irrespective of shear frequency m.

In contrast, at a low frequency of v ¼ 1:0� 10�5 with increas-

ing the shear amplitude from c0 ¼ 0:01 to 0.2, both reorienta-

tions and morphological transitions of composites are clearly

shown in Figure 7. In this study, the corresponding gðryzÞ func-
tions at different shear amplitudes of c0 ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.07

are also plotted in Figure 8(b), corresponding to the parallel

LAM, ribbon, and cylindrical structures in Figure 7(b, c, and e),

respectively. With increasing the amplitude from c0 ¼ 0:01 to

0.05 to 0.07, the significant right shift of peaks in gðryzÞ curves

is observed, which suggests the NRs become dispersed as ampli-

tude increases. Meanwhile, the corresponding average distance

inter-NRs dr is calculated as 2.08, 2.50, and 2.67, respectively,

illustrating the NRs in cylindrical phase (c0 ¼ 0:07 and

dr ¼ 2:67) are more dispersed than that in LAM phase

(c0 ¼ 0:01 and dr ¼ 2:08). In addition, gðryzÞ for homopoly-

mers/NRs composites with the same shear amplitudes of

c0 ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.07, are displayed in the inset of Figure

8(b). Therefore, it can be inferred that with increasing the am-

plitude, the NRs dispersion is improved firstly, and conse-

quently the dispersion is basically stabilized at a large amplitude

or even larger, in well consistent with that from the studies on

the spherical nanoparticles incorporated in shear-flow polymer

fluids.48 In summary, the shear-induced NRs dispersion is sensi-

tive to amplitude but irrespective of frequency.

Combining Figure 6 with Figure 8(a), no frequency-induced

NRs dispersion is observed, so there is no phase transition

except the LAM reorientation, where the latter is mainly caused

by the effects of shear flow on the polymer chains, such as

alignment, stretched, and thinning behaviors, as mentioned in

pure DBCPs case. Meanwhile, based on Figures 7 and 8(b), we

will further analysis the phase behaviors of DBCPs/NRs compo-

sites with varying shear amplitude. As shown in Figure 7, at

small amplitudes (c0 ¼ 0:01 to 0.07), amplitude-induced disper-

sion of NRs in preferred A domain equivalently increases the A

effective composition of the chains (fA), which is responsible for

the phase transitions from lamellar to cylindrical phases (b–e).

At large amplitudes (c0 ¼ 0:07� 0:02), the amplitude-induced

polymer thinning dominates and in turn tightens NRs disper-

sion, i.e., equivalently decrease the A effective composition (fA),

which is responsible for the reverse phase transitions from

cylindrical back to lamellar structures (e–h). Therefore, the

amplitude-induced phase behaviors, including the LAM reorien-

tations and morphological transition, cooperatively depend on

the interplay between sheared polymers and sheared NRs

behaviors.

The orientation behavior of NRs can be measured quantitatively

as follow:

Pðcos hÞh i ¼ ð3 cos2 h� 1Þ=2� �
(13)

where y is the angle between NRs orientation and the imposed

shear direction (i.e., x-axis). The average NRs orientation

Pðcos hÞh i will take values of �0.5, 0, and 1 for NRs that are

perpendicular, randomly oriented and parallel to x-axis. Figure

9(a) shows the average NRs orientation PðcosðhÞÞh i as a func-

tion of shear frequency for different amplitudes. At small shear

amplitude, such as c0 ¼ 0:01 and 0.05, the value of PðcosðhÞÞh i
is always close to 1.0, showing NRs are well oriented to flow

direction and irrespective of frequency. When c0 is increased up

to 0.1 or even to 0.15, the frequency has a significant affect on

NRs orientation. With the frequency decreasing, the value of

PðcosðhÞÞh i decreases and drops obviously at some frequency.

For example, c0 ¼ 0:1, PðcosðhÞÞh i drops obviously at the fre-

quency of 1:0� 10�4, just corresponding to the orientation flip

to perpendicular alignment. In other words, a relatively evident

drop of PðcosðhÞÞh i takes place at a transition of transverse-to-

Figure 8. NRs pair correlation function gðryzÞ. (a) c0 ¼ 0:1 and varied m,
corresponding to Figure 6; (b) m ¼ 1:0� 10�5 with varied c0 ¼ 0:01,
0.05, and 0.07, corresponding to parallel lamellar, ribbon, and cylindrical

phase shown in Figure 7, respectively. The inset corresponds to the case of

homopolymers (A10)/A-selective NRs mixtures. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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perpendicular LAM alignment. As expected, the NRs orientation

is highly sensitive to the external fields. Once imposed by shear

flow, all NRs would be oriented uniformly to the flow direction,

due to the inherent NRs orientation entropy. However, combin-

ing Figure 6(d) with Figure 9(a), we can see that the shear-

induced NRs orientation is slightly perturbed, more obvious at

large shear amplitude and low shear frequency. It can be

inferred that there is a competition between the NRs orientation

and chain alignment with respect to the flow direction (i.e., x-

axis). Also take c0 ¼ 0:1 for example, Figure 9(b) shows the

mean-squared end-to-end distance of copolymer chains R2
end

� �
in x-, y-, and z-directions as a function of shear frequency m. At
a high frequency, such as m ¼ 6:5� 10�4, R2

x

� �
> R2

y

D E
� R2

z

� �
shows that the initial transverse LAM structure is remained. The

stretched directions of chain molecule is along to x-axis, which

is consistent well with shear-induced NRs orientation, therefore

mutually resulting in a high value of Pðcos hÞh i. As frequency

decreases, the initial transverse LAM phase is oriented to

parallel, diagonal, and finally perpendicular alignment, respec-

tively. Correspondingly, the stretched direction of copolymer

chain is converted into y- axis and z-axis, while the NRs orien-

tation always prefers to align to flow direction. The stretched

chains will energetically perturb the uniform NRs orientations,

leading to a decrease in PðcosðhÞÞh i. It is slightly obvious in

perpendicular LAM regions, such as m ¼ 1:0� 10�4, in which

R2
z

� �
> R2

x

� �
> R2

y

D E
. However, this disturbs from shear-

stretched polymer chains do not plays leading role in

PðcosðhÞÞh i of NRs, which is still mainly determined by the

imposed shear flow, simultaneously also dependent on the con-

finement of LAM phase region and the intrinsic isotropic-ne-

matic (IN) transition behaviors. After all, the NRs orientation is

highly sensitive to the imposed flow, originating from the inher-

ent NRs orientation entropy. In a word, these observations

show the spatial orientation of NRs not only directly depends

on the imposed shear and the confinement from LAM phase

region, but also is slightly affected by the shear-stretched align-

ment of copolymer molecules.

Finally, in Figure 10, we display the simulated snapshots of

DBCPs/nonselective NRs systems with the NRs concentration of

/N ¼ 15%. The LAM reorientations are also similar to the case

of /N ¼ 5%, while the transverse-to-perpendicular transition

takes places at m ¼ 6:0� 10�4, even higher than mc ¼ 4:0� 10�4

for /N ¼ 5% case. This result can be interpreted that with the

increase of NRs distribution at the A/B interface domains, caus-

ing the further reduction in segregation ðvNÞeff between blocks

A and B, makes the order–order transition easier and therefore

enhances the critical frequency mc. Obviously, the sheared NRs

are oriented to flow direction and enthalpically centered round

the A/B interface; meanwhile, the alignment of chain molecule

will change with shear frequency. Therefore, for the DBCPs

melts mixed with nonselective NRs, the oscillatory shear also

does not induce the phase transitions except the LAM reorienta-

tions of nanocomposites. In addition, we also investigate the

effects of shear flow on the rheological properties of nanocom-

posites. Figure 11 shows the viscosity g as a function of the

shear frequency m for pure DBCPs melts, DBCPs/A-selective

NRs, and DBCPs/nonselective NRs systems, respectively. First,

overall the viscosity g decreases with the shear frequency

decreasing, which is consistent with the experimental results

obtained by Raghavan et al.50 Take the pure DBCPs melts(plot-

ted in green) for example, the shear viscosity gradually decreases

following a transverse-to-parallel and transverse-to-diagonal

transition, and sharply drops at the critical frequency of

mc ¼ 2:5� 10�4, indicating an orientation flip into perpendicu-

lar LAM phase. In our simulations, gperpendicular is smaller than

gparallel, which is in agreement with the experimental results that

the shear viscosity relates to the orientation of the LAM

phase.51 Second, the addition of A-selective NRs increases the

system viscosity g monotonically with the NRs concentration,

while nonselective NRs with varied concentrations show no dra-

matic effects on the rheological behavior of systems. As men-

tioned above, the A-selective NRs are mostly pushed toward the

center of the preferred domain, where most chain ends lie, and

help in bridging different chains, which play as the ‘‘network

nodes,’’ causing the percolating polymer network reinforcement.

Figure 9. (a) Average NRs orientation PðcosðhÞÞh i. (b) Mean-squared

end-to-end distance of copolymer chains in the x-, y-, and z-direction for

c0 ¼ 0:1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Consequently, the presence of selective NRs enhances the fluids

viscosity by bridging polymer chains at the chain ends, while it

is ineffective to the case of nonselective NRs centered in A/B

interface.

CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted DPD simulations on how oscillatory shear

flow affects the phase behaviors of lamellar DBCPs melts and la-

mellar DBCPs/NRs composites. The rich LAM reorientations

and morphological transitions of systems are induced by shear

amplitude and shear frequency. To preserve LAM morphology

in the nanocomposites, we control NRs concentration below

15% divided into three cases: pure DBCPs, low NRs concentra-

tion, and high NRs concentration. For pure DBCPs melts, we

roughly construct a LAM orientation diagram as a function of

shear amplitude and frequency. In general, the LAM orientation

depends on both amplitude and frequency. For example, at a

constant shear amplitude, as varying shear frequency, the initial

transverse LAM is oriented successively to parallel, diagonal,

and perpendicular LAM phases, respectively. Then we focus on

DBCPs/NRs composites subjected to oscillatory shear. Both

selective and nonselective NRs are considered, which are classi-

fied by their affinities with the diblocks of copolymer chains.

For low NRs concentration (such as /AðNÞ ¼ 5%), we find the

shear frequency-induced LAM reorientation of composites, well

consistent with that of DBCPs melts. The only difference among

DBCPs melts, DBCPs/selective NRs and DBCPs/nonselective

NRs composites is the critical frequency of transverse-to-per-

pendicular LAM reorientation, which is determined by the dis-

tribution of NRs within polymer fluids, such as NRs located in

preferred domains or unbiased interface domains. Despite the

nanocomposites under the nonequilibrium conditions (i.e.,

imposed by shear), the interplay between entropy and enthalpy

involving each component (blocks A, B, and NRs), still domi-

nates the location of NRs within polymer matrix. In addition,

this critical frequency also increases with shear amplitude

increasing. For high NRs concentration (such as /AðNÞ ¼ 15%),

we separately compare the different inductions on DBCPs/NRs

composites caused by shear frequency and amplitude. The final

phase structure of composites depends on the competition

between respective shear-induced behaviors involving polymer

chains and NRs. The shear frequency just induces the LAM

reorientation without morphological transition, which is con-

tributed to that the NRs dispersion is irrespective of frequency

but sensitive to amplitude. In contrast, the shear amplitude-

induced phase behaviors of composites are rich, including the

sheared thinning of chains and sheared dispersion of NRs,

which are cooperatively responsible for the reversible morpho-

logical transitions between lamellar and cylindrical phases.

In addition, the orientation behavior of NRs not only directly

depends on the imposed shear flow but also is interfered by the

shear-stretched alignment of chain molecules. Meanwhile, the

rheological properties of systems depend on the shear frequency,

the concentration, and surface property of NRs. In summary,

the oscillatory shear can be used as a useful method to control

the self-assembly of nanocomposites, including the phase behav-

iors of NRs within polymer fluids.

Figure 10. Morphologies of DBCPs/nonselective NRs composites (/N ¼ 15%) at amplitude c0 ¼ 0:1 and frequency m ¼ 9:0� 10�4, 7:5� 10�4,

and 6:0� 10�4 in (b, c). The initial lamellar without shear is shown in (a). The view in (a, b) is perpendicular to shear direction, while the view in (c,

d) is parallel to shear direction. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 11. The shear viscosity g as a function of the frequency m for

DBCPs melts, DBCPs/A-selective NRs, and DBCPs/nonselective NRs sys-

tems. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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